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ABSTRACT. Let M be a compact connected orientable 3-manifold with non-empty

boundary and / : M —> R 2 a stable map. In this paper we study the existence of an

immersion or embedding lift o f / t o R" (n > 3) with respect to the standard projection

Rn —> R 2. We also characterize the orientable 3-dimensional handlebody in terms of

stable maps which have only a restricted class of singularities. Moreover, by using the

concept of an embedding lift of a certain map of a 2-dimensional polyhedron into R2,

we give a characterization of S3.

1. Introduction

Let M be a smooth manifold, / : Λf —> Rm a smooth map and

π : R" —> R w (n > m) a standard projection. Then we ask if there exists an

immersion or embedding g : M —> R" which satisfies / = π o g. Such a map g

is called an immersion or embedding lift of/.

In this paper, M will be a compact connected orientable 3-manifold with

non-empty boundary, of class C 0 0 . L e t / : M —• R 2 be a stable map. We ask

if there exists an immersion or embedding lift o f / t o R" (n > 3) with respect to

the standard projection π : Rn —• R2, (x\,X2, ,xn) •—> (^1,^2)- A point Λ: in

Af is called a singularity if rank dfx < 2. £ ( / ) denotes the set of singularities

of/ Our main result is the following theorem.

THEOREM 1. Let M be α compact connected orientable 3-manifold with

non-empty boundary and f : M —• R 2 a stable map. We consider the condition

(I): For any r e R2, f~l(r) is either empty or homeomorphic to a finite disjoint

union of closed intervals and points. Then the following two conditions are

equivalent.

(a) / has an immersion lift to R 3.

(b) S(f) = 0 and f satisfies the condition (I).
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By Whitehead [13], there exists an immersion /: M —> R3 for every
compact connected orientable 3-manifold M with non-empty boundary. Thus
f = πoi satisfies S(f) = 0 and the condition (I), provided that/is stable. We
show that a submersion / : M —» R2 whose restriction to dM is stable, is a
stable map in Lemma 2 of §3. Hence, after a slight perturbation of /, we may
assume that / = π o / is a stable map. Moreover, it is not difficult to prove
that the space of non-singular stable maps is open and dense in the space of
submersions of M to R2 by using Lemma 2.

Based on the arguments in the proof of Theorem 1, we consider the
structure of source manifolds of a certain class of stable maps. For a stable
map / : M —> R2 with S(f) = 0, the normal forms around points of dM consist
exactly of four types: regular, #>, #>/ and Ή (for details, see §3 and 4). A
point of dM is of regular type (or of type #) if it is a regular point (resp. a cusp
point) of f\δM. Fold points of f\dM are classified into two types: #} and
#>/. We consider a stable map which has only points of regular type or of
type J*7 on dM. Such a map is called a boundary special generic map.

THEOREM 2. A compact connected orientable 3-manifold M with non-empty
boundary is an orientable 3-dimensional handlebody (i.e., M is diffeomorphic to
\\k(Sι x D2), k > 0) if and only if there exists a boundary special generic map

/ : M - + R 2 .

The tool for the proof of Theorems 1 and 2 is the Stein factorization which
consists of 2-dimensional polyhedron Wf, q/ : M —> Wf and / : Wf —> R2 with
f —f ° af- Although Wf is not a manifold, we can define an embedding lift of
/ and get the following theorem.

THEOREM 3. Let M be a closed, connected, orientable 3-manifold.
Suppose that there exists a stable map f : M — IntZ)3 —> R2 with S(f) = 0 and
the condition (I). If there exists an embedding lift ge : Wf —> R3 off, then M is
homeomorphίc to S3.

The paper is organized as follows. In §2 we recall some fundamental
concepts: stable maps, Stein factorizations and etc. In §3 we clarify the local
normal forms of/on the neighborhoods of singular points off\dM. In §4 we
investigate the semi-local structures of /around simple or non-simple points of
dM and the Stein factorization. In §5 we prove Theorem 1 using the Stein
factorization. In § 6 we consider the existence problem of an embedding lift to
Rn and get Proposition 10 which guarantees the existence of an embedding lift
for n > 5. Moreover we give some examples which have no embedding lifts
for n = 3,4. In §7, we prove Theorems 2 and 3.

The author would like to express his sincere gratitude to Professor Osamu
Saeki for suggesting the problem and many helpful discussions.
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2. Preliminaries

Let M be a smooth 3- or 2-dimensional manifold with or without

boundary. We denote by C°°(M,R2) the set of the smooth maps of M into

R 2 with the Whitney C 0 0 topology. For a smooth map / : M -> R2, S(f)

denotes the singular set of/; i.e., S(f) is the set of the points in M where the

rank of the differential df is strictly less than two. A smooth m a p / : M —• R 2

is stable if there exists an open neighborhood N(f) o f / i n C°°(M,R2) such

that every g in iV(/) is right-left equivalent to/; i.e., there exist diffeomorphisms

φ : M —• M and ^ : R 2 —• R2 satisfying g = φof o φ~ι.

We quote an explicit description of a stable map from a closed 3-manifold

M into R2.

LEMMA 1. ([7]) Let M be a closed ^-manifold. Then a smooth map

f : M —> R2 w stable if and only if f satisfies the following local and global

conditions. For each point p e M there exist local coordinates centered at p and

f(p) such that f is expressed by one of the following four types:

(I) (u,x,y)^ (u,x), p\ regular point,

(II) (u,x,y) ι-> (u, x2 + y2), p: definite fold point,

(III) (u,x,y) i—• (u,x2 — y2), p: indefinite fold point,

(IV) (u,x,y) H-• (u,y2 + ux — x3), p: cusp point.

Also f should satisfy the following global conditions:

(Gi) if p is a cusp point, then f~l(f(p))^S(f) = {p}, and

(G2) f\S(f) - {cusps} is an immersion with normal crossings.

Let us recall the definition of the Stein factorization. Let M be a compact

orientable 3-manifold with or without boundary, and let / : M —> R 2 be a

stable map. For p, p' e M, we define p ~ p' if f(p) =f(pf) and /?, /?' are in

the same connected component of f~l(f{p))=f~l(f(p')). Let Wf be the

quotient space of M under this equivalence relation and we denote by

qf : M —• Wf the quotient map. By the definition of the equivalence relation,

we have a unique m a p / : Wf —> R 2 such that f =f oqf. The quotient space

f̂ / or more precisely the commutative diagram

M -U R2

is called the 5^/n factorization of / In general, Wf is not a manifold, but is
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homeomorphic to a 2-dimensional finite CW complex. This fact has been

obtained for the case dM = 0 in [7] and [9] (see also [6]). In the case where

dM φ 0 with S(f) = 0 and the condition (I), this will be shown in §4.

3. Local normal forms of /around singular points of f\dM

Our purpose of this section is to investigate the local normal forms of a

stable map / around singular points of f\dλf.

Throughout this section, M is a compact orientable 3-manifold with non-

empty boundary, and / : M —> R2 is a stable map with S(f) = 0. Since / is

stable, f\dM is also stable by [10, p. 2564, Lemma].

Recall the theorem of Whitney ([14]): Let N be a closed 2-manίfold, and

let h : N —• R2 be a stable map. Then for each point x in N, there exist local

coordinates (x\,xi) centered at x and (y\,y2) centered at h(x) such that h is

given by one of the following local normal forms:

(i) (xuxi) >-> {y\,yi) = (*i,*2), x> regular point,

(ii) (*i,*2) •-» {y\,yi) = (*i,*2), x'- fold point,

(iii) (*i,*2) ^ (^1^2) = (— 1̂ +^1^2,^2), x: cusp point.

PROPOSITION 1. Let x be a fold point of f\dM. Then there exist local

coordinates (T,X\,X2) of M centered at x and (Y\, Y2) ofR2 centered at f(x)

such that f is given by one of the local normal forms (Y\, Y2) = (X? ± T,X-ι),

where dM corresponds to {T = 0} and IntM corresponds to {T > 0}.

PROOF. By the theorem of Whitney, for x e dM, we can choose local

coordinates (t,x\,X2) centered at x and (^1,^2) centered at f(x) such that

f\δM is expressed by (0,x\,X2) H-> (X\,X2), where dM corresponds to

{t = 0} and IntM corresponds to {t > 0}. Then we put f{t,x\,X2) =

(φ(t,x\,x2),ψ{t,x\,X2)) so that

φ(0,xι,x2) =x\,

φ(0,xux2) =X2>

Since the Jacobian matrix of / at x = (0,0,0) is

and rankj^(O) = 2 by our assumption that S(f) = 0, we obtain (dφ/dt)(O) Φ 0.
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Then, we define the map Φ : (t,x\,x2) »-> (T,X\,Xι) by

T = φ(t,xux2) -x\,

By the condition (dφ/dή(0) Φ 0, we see that the determinant of the Jacobian
matrix of Φ at (0,0,0), |/Φ(0)|, is not equal to 0, since

JΦ(0) =

-ί(O) 0 0

1

0

Hence, (T,X\,X2) forms local coordinates. Then we get f(T,X\,X2) =
(φ(t,x\,x2),ψ(t,x\,X2)) = (X\ + T,X2). Moreover, {t = 0} corresponds to
{T = 0} by this coordinate change, since Φ(0,x\,x2) = (φ{0,x\,x2) —
xl,xuψ{0,xux2)) = (0,xux2).

Then on a neighborhood of x, {t > 0} corresponds to { Γ > 0 } or to
{T < 0} by Φ. By replacing Γ with — T if necessary, we may always assume
that { Γ > 0 } corresponds to IntM and {T = 0} corresponds to dM.
According to this change of coordinates, / is expressed either by (T,X\,X2) •—•
(X? + T,X2) or by (T,XUX2)^ {Xf -T,X2). This completes the proof.

D

PROPOSITION 2. Let x be a cusp point of f\dM. Then there exist local
coordinates (T,X\,X2) ofM centered at x and (Y\, Y2) ofR2 centered at fix)
such that f is given by the local normal form (Y\, Y2) = {—X* + X\X2 + T,X2),
where dM corresponds to {T = 0} and IntM corresponds to {T > 0}.

PROOF. By the theorem of Whitney, for x e dM, we can choose local
coordinates (t,x\,x2) centered at x and (^1,̂ 2) centered at f(x) such that
f\dM is expressed by (0,xi,x2) ^ {—x\ +xi*2,*2), where dM corresponds to
{̂  = 0} and IntM corresponds to {t > 0}. Then we put f(t,x\,x2) =
(φ(t,xux2),ψ(t,xux2)) so that

φ(0,xux2) = -x\+xxx2,

ψ(0,xux2) =x2.

In this case, we consider the map Φ : (t,x\,x2) (T,X\,X2) defined by

T = φ(t,x\,x2) H-xf -xiψ(t,x\,x2),

Xι=xu
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Then, by an argument similar to that in the proof of Proposition 1, we see that

(T,X\,X2) forms local coordinates. So, by the same reason, we get the local

normal form/(Γ, JΓi, X2) = (-X* + X\X2 ± T,X2). However, these two types

of normal forms coincide with each other through the changes of coordinates

(7\ Xι, X2) *-* (Γ, -Xι, X2) and (Yι, Y2) ^ ( - γx, y 2). This completes the

proof. Π

We can also obtain the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 3. Let x be a regular point off\dM. Then there exist local

coordinates (T,X\,X2) of M centered at x and (Y\, Y2) ofR2 centered at f(x)

such that f is given by the local normal form (Y\, Y2) = (X\,X2), where dM

corresponds to {T = 0} and I n t M corresponds to {T > 0}.

Now, we show the following Lemma 2. This lemma guarantees the

existence of a stable map which satisfies the condition (b) of Theorem 1 as

explained in §1.

LEMMA 2. Let M be a compact 3-manifold with non-empty boundary and

f : M —> R 2 a submersion such that f\dM is a stable map. Then f is also stable.

PROOF. Let us prepare a notion of the infinitesimal stability of Mather

([4, p. 73] and [11]) modified for the case dM φ 0 as follows. Let α : M -> R 2

be a smooth map and πRi : ΓR 2 —• R 2 the canonical projection. A smooth

map w : M —• ΓR 2 is called a vector field along α if w satisfies α = πRi o w.

Then we say that α is strongly infinitesimally stable if for every w, a vector field

along α, there always exist a vector field s on M whose restriction to dM is a

vector field on dM (i.e., each vector of s on dM is tangent to dM) and a vector

field t on R 2 such that

w = (dot) o s + ί o α ,

where da.TM -> ΓR 2 is the differential of α.

By using an argument similar to that of Mather [11], we can show that a

strongly infinitesimally stable map is stable. Thus, it is sufficient to prove that

/ is strongly infinitesimally stable.

Since f\dM is stable and hence infinitesimally stable, for any w, w\dM is

expressed by w\dM = d(f\dM) o se + td o (f\dM), where se is a vector field on

dM and td is a vector field on R 2. It is easy to see that there exists a vector

field Sd on M such that se\dM — s^. If we define the new vector field w' along

/ b y w' = w — (df) ose — tβ of, then w' satisfies wf\dM = 0. By the argument

in the proof of [4, p. 78, Proposition 2.1], we see that there exists a smooth

subbundle H complementary to Ker(ί^) in TM and that the isomorphism

dfx : Hx —> 7/(JC)R2 (x e M) induces an isomorphism on sections, C°°(7/) —•
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Cf>(TR2). Here, C°°CfiΓ) denotes the set of sections of H <z TM over M and
C^°(ΓR2) denotes the set of vector fields along/. Hence we can construct a
vector field s° : M —> H <= TM such that W = (df) o s°. Obviously we have
s°\dM = 0, since w'\dM = 0, and w is expressed by w = (df) o (^ + so) + td of.
Note that the vector field s]j + s° is tangent to δM on δM. This completes the
proof. Π

4. Stein factorization

In § 3, we gave the local normal forms of a stable map / : M —> R2 with
S(/) = 0 around singular points of/|δM. In this section, we investigate the
structure of the Stein factorization of a stable map/ : M —• R2. Our purpose
is to show that (b) implies (a) in Theorem 1. So, throughout this section we
assume S(f) — 0 and the condition (I).

DEFINITION 1. Let M be a compact orientable 3-manifold with non-empty
boundary, and/ : M —> R2 a stable map with 5(/) = 0. Then p e S(f\dM) is
a simple point if the connected component of f~ι(f(p)) containing p intersects
S(f\δM) only at p.

Let #} (or <Fjι) be the set of fold points of S(f\ΰM) around which / is
expressed by the local normal form (Yu Y2) = (X? + T, X2) (resp. (X? - T, X2))
as in Proposition 1. Note that a point in #> is always simple and that #>/
may contain non-simple points. We denote the set of non-simple points by ZΓ.
Let # be the set of cusp points of f\dM. Note that a cusp point is always
simple, since f\dM is a stable map. We denote the images of J^, #>/, <g and
F by qf in H^ by W^u W^ΪU WΉ and W3~, respectively. Furthermore, we
put Σ = qf(S(f\dM)). Note that, Σ = W^ U W^u U fK*. For /? e Wf, we
define as follows:

p: regular point ^ p e Wf — Σ,
p: fold point of type 1^ p e
p: fold point of type II ^ p e
p: cuspidal point Φ> p e
p: tridental point «=> p e

DEFINITION 2. Let M be a compact orientable 3-manifold with non-empty
boundary, and / : M —> R2 a stable map with S(f) = 0. For any y eR2, an
embedding of a closed interval α : / —> R2 is called a transverse arc at >> if y is
in α(Int/), α is transverse to f\δM, and α(/) Πf(S(f\δM)) = {y} Πf(S(f\δM)).
For x e M, if α : J —»• R2 is a transverse arc at /(x), then the component of
/~1(α(/)) containing x is called a transverse manifold at x and is denoted by
T(x).
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T(x)

(i)

T(x)

fibers of/in T(x)
described by vertical lines

1
ι X

(ϋ)

f(W^i)

(i)' (ii)1

Fig. 1
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Let us first consider simple singular points of f\dM. By using local

normal forms obtained in §3 and by repeating Levine's argument as described

in [9, Chapter I], we obtain the following propositions, the proofs of which

are easy exercises. In [9], Levine considers compact 3-dimensional manifolds

without boundary, while we treat the case with boundary. Thus a main

difference from the argument of [9] is the structures of the transverse manifolds.

But, we can easily obtain the structures of transverse manifolds based on the

local normal forms near singularities oϊ f\dM as described in Propositions 1, 2

and 3.

PROPOSITION 4. Let x be a simple point in J ^ (or <Fn)- Then the

transverse manifold, T(x), of fat x is as in Figure 1 (i) (resp. Figure 1 (ii)J, and

the Stein factorization Wf and the map f near q/(x) are as in Figure 1 (i)' (resp.

Figure 1 (ii)'j.

PROPOSITION 5. Let x be a cusp point in cβ. Then the transverse manifold,

T(x), of fat x, the Stein factorization Wf and the map f near q/(x) are as in

Figure 2.

qf(T(x")UT(x")\JT(p))

f(T(x")UT(x")UT(p))

f(T(x))

Fig. 2
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Let us now consider a non-simple singular point of f\dλf.

PROPOSITION 6. Let x be a non-simple point in S{f\dM). Then there
exists a neighborhood of q/(x) in the Stein factorization Wf as in Figure 3.

Fig. 3

PROOF. Since f\dλl is stable, f(S(f\dM)) forms a normal crossing
around f(x). Furthermore, non-simple points must belong to 3Fn. By the
condition (I), a component of f~ι{f(x)) containing x is homeomorphic to a
closed interval, and it contains two singular points of f\dM.

As in Levine [9, p. 15, 1.4] we investigate how the fibers are situated
around a non-simple point. Then we see that the connected component of
f~ι(U) containing x is as in Figure 4, where U is a certain compact
neighborhood of f(x) in R2. Thus, the corresponding Stein factorization is
easily seen to be as in Figure 3. •

fibers of/described by vertical lines

Fig. 4
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Summarizing the above results, we obtain the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 7. Let M be a compact orientable ^-manifold with non-empty

boundary, and let f : M —> R2 be a stable map with S(f) = 0 and the condition

(I). For each x e M, there exists a neighborhood of g/(x) in Wf which is

homeomorphic to one of the polyhedrons as in Figure 5. Moreover, Wf is a

2-dimensional polyhedron.

p=q/(x)

p=q/(x)

p: regular point p: fold point of type I

P-Qf(x)

p: fold point of type II
(simple)

p: cuspidal point

p=q/(x)

p: tridental point

Fig. 5

REMARK 1. Note that Wf — Σ has a natural structure of a C00-manifold

of dimension two which is induced from R 2 by the local homeomorphism / ,

and that Σ - (WΉU WZΓ) also has a natural structure of a C00-manifold of

dimension one.

5. Immersion lift from M t o R3

In this section, we prove Theorem 1. We may suppose that M and R 2 are

oriented. Then each connected component of fibers of / which is homeo-
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morphic to a closed interval has the induced orientation.

We first prove the implication (a) => (b) in Theorem 1. Since / = π o F

for an immersion F and a submersion π, we have S(f) = 0. Let r be a point

off(M). Then by Propositions 1, 2 and 3, for every xef~ι(r), there exists

an open neighborhood U of x in M such that U satisfies one of the following:

(2) UΠf'ι(r) « [0,1) (x e (dMΠ (M\S(f\dM))) \J<$),

(3) Uf]f-\r) is a point (JC

where " « " denotes a homeomoφhism. Thus, f~x(r) is a disjoint union of

1-dimensional manifolds with or without boundary and discrete points. By the

compactness of f~ι(r), f~x{r) must be homeomorphic to a finite disjoint union

of circles, closed intervals and points. However, since f~x(r) <= {r} x R,

f~x{r) cannot contain circles. This implies the condition (I) and hence (b).

The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of the implication

(b) => (a) in Theorem 1 or its restatement, Proposition 9.

Set Y={re^~ιθeC\0<r< 1,0 = π / 3 , π , 5 π / 3 } , Yo = {re^~w e Y\rφO,

θ = π}, Yι={rey/~ϊθ e Y\rφ0,θ = π/3} and Y2 = {re^0 e Y \ r Φ 0,0 =

5π/3}. Define σ : Y -> [-1,1/2] by σ(z) = Rez. Assume that x e &n - 2Γ.

Then, there exist homeomorphisms A : q/(T(x)) —• F and /I :f(T(x)) —>•

[—1,1/2] such that σoΛ = A of\qf{T(x)). We say that ^"^Γo) is the stem

and Λ^fΎi) and A~ι(Y2) are the ^rms of qf(T{x)). The transverse manifold

T(x), its image q/(T(x)) in W^ and their images in R2 are described in Figure

6. The fibers off in T(x) are described by vertical lines with arrows consistent

with their orientations. The two arms in qf(T(x)) are classified into the upper

arm α+ and the lower arm α_ by the images of the upper branch α+ and the

lower branch α_ respectively in T(x). The upper branch α+ contains the upper

part of the fiber passing through the point x as in Figure 6, and the lower

branch ά_ contains the lower part.

α+

ffD

α_

α+

T(x)
f(T(x))=f(qf(T(x)))

Fig. 6
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Since Wf is a polyhedron by Proposition 7, we can take sufficiently small

regular neighborhoods N(p) of peWΉΌW^r so that N(p)ΠN(pf) = 0 if

p Φp', and that N(p) coincides with a component of f~ι(D) for some D a R2,

where Z) is homeomorphic to I x I, I = [0,1]. Moreover, if c is a connected

component of W&i - \]pIntN(p) (or H^#/7 - [jplnt N{p)), then c has a

regular neighborhood N(c) relative boundary in Wf which is homeomorphic to

I x c (or 7 x c resp.). In fact, since / is an immersion on Wf — Σ, a regular

neighborhood N(c) is homeomorphic to an /-bundle (or F-bundle resp.) over c.

When c c W3Fι — \) Int N(p), this /-bundle is immersed in R2 and hence

trivial. Furthermore, suppose that c <= W^π — [j Int N(p) and N(c) contains

a non-trivial F-bundle over a circle ci in c which exchanges the arms along c\.

Then for a section s of the sub /-bundle consisting of the stems along c\, qjι(s)

forms a non-orientable /-bundle, i.e., Mόbius band. This contradicts the

induced orientations of fibers.

We may assume that N(c) Π N(c') = 0 if c Φ c'. We may also assume

([JP

N(P))[j([JcN(c)) = N(Σ)> t h e regular neighborhood of Σ.

DEFINITION 3. Let M be a compact orientable 3-manifold with non-empty

boundary, and let / : M —> R2 be a stable map with S(f) = 0 and the con-

dition (I). Then a continuous map g : Wf —> R3 = R2 x R is said to be an

immersion lift off to R3 if/ = πog and the following conditions (1), (2), (3)

and (4) are satisfied.

(1) g\(Wf - Σ) is a smooth immersion with normal crossings.

(2) g\Σ is an injection, and g\(Σ — (WΉU WίF)) is a smooth embedding.

(3) g\N(Σ) is an injection, and g\(N(Σ) — Σ) is a smooth embedding.

(4) For each x e 3Fn — 3~\ we have π' o g(a) > πf o g(b) for any point a of

the upper arm and any point b of the lower arm of qf(T(x)), where

πf : R3 —> R is the projection to the last coordinate.

PROPOSITION 8. Let M be a compact orientable 3-manifold with non-empty

boundary, and let f : M —> R 2 be a stable map with S(f) = 0 and the condition

(I). Then there exists an immersion lift g : Wf —> R 3 = R 2 x R 0/ //ze

PROOF. Let /? be a point of H ^ U ^ . T . Then we define g\(N(p)ΠΣ) :

N(p)ΠΣ-> R2 = R2 x {0} c R3 by |̂(7V(/7) ΠΓ) =f\{N(p) i l l ) . Then

gf|(iV(/7) Πi7) is injective. Moreover, # can be extended all over Σ by sepa-

rating normal crossing points of f\(Σ — (WΉΌ W&~)) into extra dimension.

Thus we can define g\Σ so that g\Σ satisfies the above condition (2).

Let us extend g over N(Σ). First, we lift the neighborhoods N(p),

p e WΉΌ W^~, to R3 = R2 x R so that g\N(p) satisfies the condition (4), and

so that the angle between the images of two arms contained in N(p) — Int N(p)
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is δ (0 < δ < π) and that the image of each stem contained in N(p) — Int N{p)
is horizontal. To extend g all over N(Σ), let Sf be the set of the connected
components of Σ - [j Int N(p), pe WΉU WZΓ. We consider lifts on each
N(c), c e £f. Let 77 : N(c) —> c be the natural bundle projection whose fibers
are homeomorphic to 7 = [0,1] if c c W3Fι or to Y if c c WtFn.

First, for c c PF#/, define # : JV(c) -> R3 by x ^ (f(x),ho(Π(x))), where
Λo : c —> R is the smooth function which gives the third coordinate. Second,
for c c W^JI, N(c) is homeomorphic to 7 x c. Then define # : N(c) —• R3 by
JC i—• (f(x),ho(Π(x)) + Z(x)), where Λo : c —>> R is the smooth function which
gives the third coordinate and Z : N(c) —> R is defined as follows: if x
belongs to a stem, then we define Z(x) = 0, and if x belongs to an upper
(resp. lower) arm, then we define Z(x) = \\f(x) -/(77(x))||tan<S/2 (resp.
-II/O) -f(Π(x))\\tanδ/2). Here note that our construction of the lifts on
N(p) and on N(c) are consistent, and then we may assume that g\N(Σ) is an
injection and that g\(N(Σ) — Σ) is a smooth embedding by choosing a suf-
ficiently small δ. Thus a lift on N(Σ) which satisfies the conditions (3) and (4)
has been constructed.

Finally, we can extend the lift to whole Wf by using an argument similar
to that of [7, pp. 26-27] and complete the proof. •

PROPOSITION 9. Let M be α compact orientable ^-manifold with non-empty

boundary, and f : M —> R 2 a stable map with S(f) — 0 and the condition (I).

Then there exists an immersion F : M —• R 3 which makes the following diagram

commutative.

PROOF. We use the same notations as in the proof of Proposition 8, and
construct an immersion lift F : M —> R3 based on g : Wf —> R3.

First, let us construct a lift on qj\N(Σ)) to R3. We lift qj\N{p)) x
(p e WΉ U W3Γ) as the top figure in Figure 2 and Figure 4, and then we
lift the other part of qjx{N(Σ)) as the top figures in (i)', (ii)' of Figure 1
so that F\qjx{N(Σ)) is expressed by x H-» g(qf(x)) + (0,0,Ao(x))5 where
ho : qjx(N(Σ)) —> R is an orientation preserving embedding on each #/-
fiber. In the construction, we can arrange so that the orientation of the F-
image of each oriented fiber of qf contained in {r} x R (re R2) coincides with
that of the last coordinate of R3. By (3) of Definition 3, we can construct the
lift F\qJx(N(Σ)) as an embedding.

Similarly, for qjx(Wf - N(Σ))9 we can construct a smooth function
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REMARK 3. Haefliger [5, Theoreme 1] showed that for a stable map from
a closed 2-manifold N into R2, there exists an immersion lift to R3 with respect
to the standard projection π : R3 —> R2 if and only if each connected com-
ponent of its singular set has an orientable (or non-orientable) neighborhood if
the number of cusps on the connected component is even (resp. odd).

Let F be an immersion lift of a stable map / : M —• R2 as in Theorem 1.
Then the stable map/|5M : dM -> R2 is also lifted to R3 by F\dM. Then, by
Haefliger [5], each connected component of S(f\dM) must have an even
number of cusps, since dM is an orientable closed surface.

In fact, cusps of f\dM correspond exactly to cuspidal points of Wf by q/.
From the structure of Wf obtained in Proposition 7, the connected components
of &ι and those of #}/ must connect one after the other alternately at cusp
points of f\dM as their connecting points, and all of them must form circles.
Hence, the number of cusps on each circle is even. Therefore, the stable map
f\dM automatically satisfies the condition of Haefliger.

REMARK 4. Kushner-Levine-Porto [7] have given a sufficient condition for
the existence of an immersion lift to R4 with respect to the projection
π : R4 —• R2, (XI,X2,X3,XΛ)*-* (xiiXi), f°r a stable map from a closed ori-
entable 3-manifold to R2. Of course, there is no immersion lift to R3 for a
closed 3-manifold.

6. Embedding lift from M to R"

In §5, we considered the existence problem of an immersion lift F to R3

for a stable map from M into R2. We will consider the embedding lift to R",
n = 3,4 and n > 5.

REMARK 5. There is a stable map / which satisfies the condition (b) in
Theorem 1 but has no embedding lifts to R3.

We take the compact orientable 3-manifold with boundary S2 x Sι —
IntZ>3 for M. No stable map from M into R2 can have an embedding lift F
to R3. In fact, if M is embedded into R3, then dM = S2 bounds an embedded
3-ball in R3 by the theorem of Schόnflies. This means that M itself is
homeomorphic to Z)3; a contradiction. We identify M = S2 x Sι — IntZ>3

with D2 x IUφS
2 x I and give an immersion /: M —• R3 as in Figure 8, where

φ : D2 x dl —• S2 x dl is a handle attaching map. We can see that the map
/ = π o i is stable by Lemma 2. Moreover, S(f) = 0 and / satisfies the
condition (I).

In this example, two cusps appear around each component of φ(D2 x dl).
The upper and lower arms in qf(T(x)) a Wf at the fold points x e dM of type
2Fn are drawn in the figure so as to satisfy the condition (4) of Definition
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h '.qf{Wf - N{Σ)) -> R, where hx = h0 on qf (Wf - N{Σ)) Π qjι(N(Σ)), and
define F\qjx(Wf - N(Σ)) b y x ^ g(q/{x)) + (0,0,MO)) so that the restriction
of h\ to each #/-fiber (which is homeomoφhic to a closed interval by the con-
dition (I)) is an orientation preserving embedding, and that F\qjx{Wf — N(Σ))
is an immersion. This completes the proof of Proposition 9. •

Now we have completed the proof of Theorem 1 by proving (b) => (a) by
Proposition 9 and (a) => (b) at the beginning of this section. We give some
remarks before closing the section.

REMARK 2. The condition S(f) — 0 does not imply the condition (I) in
Theorem 1 as follows. Let TV be an annulus, and consider M = N x Sι. Let
p : TV —> R be a height function as in Figure 7 such that p is non-singular, while
p\dM is a Morse function with exactly four critical points, and that p contains
a fiber homeomorphic to Sι. Then define p x id : N x Sι - > R x ^ by (x, i) ι—>
(/?(x),ί). Finally, consider an embedding η : R x Sι —> R2 and we define

f = η o (p x Sι) : M - + R 2 . This/is stable, 5(/) = 0, and we can find a point
r e R 2 such that f~x{r) is homeomorphic to Sι.

N

R

Fig. 7

However, the condition (I) does imply S(f) = 0 under the condition that
( ) dM = 0. To show this, suppose S(f) φ 0. Then there exists a definite

fold or an indefinite fold point as a singularity of/ If M contains a definite
fold point p e Int M, then there must exist a fiber near /? which contains a
connected component homeomorphic to Sι. If M contains an indefinite fold
point p' e lntM, then the connected component of the fiber containing p1

cannot be diffeomorphic to a closed interval or a point. Hence, if S(f) φ 0,
then / does not satisfy the condition (I). Thus the condition (I) implies
S(f) = 0, provided that S(f) ΠdM = φ.
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3. We understand that it is difficult to modify the immersion lift of/ to an

embedding keeping this condition.

ί(M)czR3

M

Wf

Fig. 8

REMARK 6. There is a stable map / which satisfies the condition (b) in

Theorem 1 but has no embedding lifts to R4.

Let M be a punctured lens space L(2n,q)°. It is a compact orientable 3-

manifold with boundary S2. Then we can construct a stable m a p / : M —• R2

with S(f) = 0 and our condition (I) by Lemma 2. However, it has been

shown in [3] that a punctured lens space L(2n,q)° cannot be embedded in R4.

Hence / cannot have an embedding lift to R4.

DEFINITION 4. Let M be a compact orientable 3-manifold with non-empty

boundary, and let / : M -> R2 be a stable map with S(f) = 0 and the con-

dition (I). Then, a continuous map ge : Wf —> R" is said to be an embedding

lift of / to R" if ge satisfies / = π o ge with respect to the projection

π : R" -> R2, (xi,X2, ,xn) ^ (^1,^2), and the following.

(1) ge is a topological embedding.

(2) ge\{Wf - Σ) is a smooth embedding.

(3) ge\(Σ-(W%{J WZΓ)) is a smooth embedding.

(4) ge{N(Σ)) c R3 x {0} cz R", and |̂7V(^7) satisfies the condition (4) of
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Definition 3 as a map into R3.

REMARK 7. In the example given in Remark 5 (see Figure 8), we can see
that / has a lift to R3 which is a topological embedding. But we have no
embedding lift of / as defined in Definition 4, because it contradicts the
following proposition.

PROPOSITION 10. Let M be a compact orientable 3-manifold with non-

empty boundary, and let f : M —> R 2 be a stable map with S(f) = 0 and the

condition (I). If there exists an embedding lift ge : Wf —> Rw off with respect

to π : Rn —• R2, (x\,X2,... ,JCW) »-> (x\,X2), then there exists an embedding lift

Fe : M —> R" off. In particular, for n > 5, there always exists an embedding lift

Fe Off.

PROOF. By virtue of the condition (4) of Definition 45 we can construct an
embedding lift on qJλ(N(Σ)) so that Fe(qjx(N(Σ))) c R3 x {0} by using an
argument similar to that in the proof of Proposition 9.

Then, we construct the lift on qjx(Wf — N(Σ)) as follows. By the
construction of Fe\qjι(N(Σ)), we have Fe(qjx{p)) <=/(/?) x R x {0} c
R3{0} <= Rn for any peN(Σ). Hence, we can construct Fe on
qj\Wf-N{Σ)) by x h-> ge{qf(x)) + (0,0, *<>(*), 0,... ,0), where h0 is an ori-
entation preserving embedding on each #/-fiber. Since ge\q/(Wf — N(Σ)) is a
smooth embedding, we can arrange so that Fe(x) φ Fe(xf) if q/(x) φqf(x').
Thus an embedding lift Fe of / has been constructed.

The existence of an immersion lift g : Wf —> R3 is guaranteed by our
Proposition 8. In general, the lift g\(Wf — N(Σ)) has normal crossings.
However, if n > 5, then we can separate the normal crossings into extra
dimensions in R" by Thorn's transversality theorem so that g satisfies n o g —f.
Therefore, for n> 5, we can always construct an embedding lift from Wf to R"
and hence from M to R". This completes the proof. •

7. Applications

In this section, first we prove Theorem 2 as an application of the results
obtained in §4. For a closed orientable 3-manifold M, Burlet-de Rham [1]
have proved that there exists a special generic map / : M —> R2 if and only if
M is diffeomorphic to S3 or to a connected sum §k(S2 x S1), where a special
generic map is a stable map which has only definite fold points as its sin-
gularities. Saeki [12] has obtained a characterization of graph manifolds by
using simple stable maps (defined in [12]), where a graph manifold is defined to
be a 3-manifold built up of S^bundles over surfaces attached along their torus
boundaries. As an analogy, we consider the structure of source manifolds of
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the boundary special generic maps defined as follows.

DEFINITION 5. Let M be a compact orientable 3-manifold with non-empty
boundary, and / : M —• R2 a stable map with S(f) = 0. Then / is called a
boundary special generic map if S(f\dM) = J*}.

LEMMA 3. Let M be a compact orientable ^-manifold with non-empty
boundary. Then any boundary special generic map f : M —• R2 satisfies the
condition (I).

PROOF. Let r be a point in f(M) and r' a point such that r' φf(M).
Consider a smooth embedding C : [0,1] -> R2 such that C(0) = r', C(l) = r
and C is transverse to/|δAf. Then/|/~1(C([0,1])) : /^(CQO, 1])) -> C([0,1])
is a non-singular function on a surface with boundary, and each singularity of
f\δM in /"1(C([0,1])) belongs to ΘFi so that only arcs appear or disappear in
the inverse image. Set

A = {te[0,l}\Γ\C(ή)ϊS1}.

Then we have (1) A 9 0, in particular, A Φ 0, (2) A is open, and (3) the
complement of A is open. Since [0,1] is connected, we see A — [0,1]. Hence
f~ι(r) does not contain a circle component. Then the result follows as in the
proof of (a) => (b) in Theorem 1 given at the beginning of §5. •

PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Suppose that M is a compact orientable 3-
dimensional handlebody. Then, we can construct a boundary special generic
map/from M into R2 as in Figure 9, where / is an embedding so that π o / has
only singularities of type #> at δM.

/(MjczR3

Fig. 9
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Conversely, suppose that / : M —• R2 is a boundary special generic map.
Then Wf must be a connected surface with non-empty boundary by Lemma 3
and Propositions 4 and 7. Since M is compact, so is Wf. By the smooth
structure of Wf-N{Σ) defined in Remark 1, the continuous map
qf\qJx(Wf — N(Σ)) is a differentiate map, and moreover a submersion. Here,
note that rank d(f\dM)x = dim R2 for all x e dMΐ\qj\Wf - N(Σ)). So, by
applying Lemma 3 and Ehresmann's fibration theorem ([2] and [8, p. 23]),
qjι(Wf -N{Σ)) has a structure of an /-bundle over Wf-N{Σ). On the
other hand, by the local structure given by Proposition 4 for the fold points of
type J^/, we see that qjι{N(Σ)) is a trivial /-bundle over N(Σ) which is
homeomorphic to dWf x /. Thus we see that M is an /-bundle over a
compact connected surface Wf with non-empty boundary and hence that M is
a 3-dimensional handlebody. •

Let us prove Theorem 3 as an application of the arguments in § 5 and 6.

PROOF OF THEOREM 3. If there exists an embedding lift ge : Wf ^ R3, then
there also exists an embedding lift Fe : M — IntZ)3 —• R3 by Proposition 10.
Since d(M-lntD3) = S2, S2 is embedded in R3 by Fe. By the theorem of
Schόnflies, S2 = d(M - intD3) bounds a 3-ball in R3; i.e., M - Int/)3 must be
homeomorphic to Z)3. Hence M = (M - Int/)3) U D3 w D3 U D3 « S3, where
each " « " denotes a homeomorphism. This completes the proof. Π
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